Marriage Catalyst Conference follows a three-fold plan to help you
marriage experience relational transformation: Dream, Connect and
Build.

Dream
Cast a big vision for a growing marriage
• Establish a strong foundation
• Understand the purpose for your marriage
• Leverage your unique shape as a couple

Conferences that Transform Marriages
I s your m arriage ready for the storm s of life?
Now more than ever you need to focus on growing your marriage and
establishing a vision for what could be and should be. When you grow
your marriage, the capacity to influence family, friends, business
relationships, co-workers and even complete strangers, multiplies.
Ready or not your marriage will face hard times. Life’s challenges often
arrive without warning. You can’t track them on radar and know the
precise time of their arrival. But you can prepare by building a strong
foundation to keep your marriage standing when unexpected struggles
arrive.
You can’t have a healthy marriage without making significant
investments of time, energy and resources. If you want to make a
difference within your marriage and leave a strong legacy for future
generations, grow your marriage.

W hat is the M arriage Catalyst Conference?
Marriage Catalyst Conference is a 2-day marriage intensive designed to
transform your marriage. It energizes those who need a relational tune up
and provides strength for those who are facing significant challenges
within their marriage.
This dynamic environment will provide you and your spouse with
practical tools to realize the dream for your marriage, connect deeper with
one another and make adjustments to build a lasting relationship filled
with purpose, laughter and hope.

Connect
Learn principles for effective communication
• Understand what your mate really means
• Master the “Rules for Engagement”
• Create the right atmosphere for love
• Learn the “Keys to Incredible Sex”

Build
Grow your marriage on purpose
• Learn to make “Together Decisions”
• Position your marriage for generosity
• Find real satisfaction
• Discover the Keys to a Successful Marriage

W hat m akes the conference “different? ”
Marriage Catalyst Conference brings together proven marriage experts
and speakers to inspire, equip and transform couples. We provide
participants with practical tools for immediate application.

How w ill m y spouse and I benefit?
The conference will provide a relaxed environment filled with learning,
laughter and hope. We truly believe the Marriage Catalyst Conference
will help you laugh a little more, increase your knowledge of God’s Word
and provide a strong foundation for your marriage to thrive. It will help
you make the right changes within your marriage for growth.
If you want your love for your spouse to grow, make plans
to join us for the next Marriage Catalyst Conference.

Register Online Today! www.MarriageCatalyst.com
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Is your marriage ready for the storms of life? If not, the time to get ready
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Studies prove it; a growing marriage dramatically improves health,
performance at work, creativity, relational skills, your children's level of
confidence and your personal net worth.
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Do you want to build a thriving relationship with your spouse?
Are you looking for creative ways to grow your marriage?
Is your marriage in need of a relational tune-up?
Would you like to improve the communication with your spouse?
Would you like to learn the keys to extraordinary intimacy?
Do you want your love for your spouse to grow deeper?
Do you dream of building your marriage in the right direction?
Are you thinking about getting married?
Do you wonder if your love for your spouse can ever be restored?
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